
Our customer, a precision oncology 

company, is focused on developing 

next-generation cancer therapies to 

overcome tumor resistance and 

improve outcomes for patients with 

cancer. 



Their proprietary in-house discovery 

platform enables rapid and precise 

refinement of structural design to 

help predict genetic alterations most 

likely to cause acquired resistance to 

existing therapies.

-  The effect of compounds on various cell lines for 


   cellular, molecular or biochemical processes of 


   interest



   Overall health of cells and cell survival post 

treatment with potential drug candidates

Leading Oncology Company Uses 
Elucidata’s Drug OmixAtlas to Drive 
Drug Discovery



Case Study
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The Company
Experimental Design & 

Data Generation

Customer Pain Points



Manual and error-prone pipeline to process data



Lack of a structured method to store the different datatypes related to a single dataset



Lack of data standardization (uniform ontologies, nomenclature, etc.)



Difficulty in processing ad hoc requests such as custom data consumption reports 

Explore how a US-based precision oncology company fast-tracks 

drug screening using Elucidata’s unique data-centric platform

The research teams of this company are 

perpetually generating high throughput drug 

screening data from standard cell-viability assays 

(carried out on 96 well/ 384 well plates). They 

have several active projects running in parallel 

and need to analyze large volumes of drug 

screening data from cell-viability assays on 


a regular basis to evaluate:  

https://www.elucidata.io/


   They had multiple projects which necessitated a connected platform that could provide better 

visibility across different screening experiments, carried out at different times by different research 

groups. With each ‘different’ layer whether it is experiment, time, or teams, variability is added to 

the data. Each team's nomenclature for a particular cell line/ drug/ disease or even trivia such as 

date formats etc., could be different (not wrong). Still, all of this affects the findability of a 

particular dataset, especially if it is historical data, and this problem compounds as the drug 

screening is scaled up. The ability to improve the findability of data and perform comparative 

analysis becomes a rate-limiting step in the drug discovery process. 



-   As a project advances, and data about various drug cell line combinations accumulate, some 

new questions, that are not well defined at the start, arise. Some such questions are: how 

Compound X is performing, efficiency of Compound A vs. Compound B, complete data report on a 

particular compound/ cell line, effect of passage number over 'x' years. To answer these, the 

researchers must search through historical excel files to find and analyze the relevant data. This 

manual process must be repeated for each sample/ drug/ cell line or a combination of these. This 

became a bottleneck in the discovery process. 


Problem Statement

-  The researchers were generating high throughput data, with several levels of information (raw 

counts, processed IC-50 curves, comparison results, and running averages), which were then 

stored in different Excel sheets on cloud servers such as Dropbox, Google Drive, or locally on 

desktops. They wanted to automate their long-winded process for ingesting cell viability data and 

related metadata. For this, they needed a pipeline that could simplify the process. 

Solution - The Drug OmixAtlas

Salient Features:

Scientifically validated pipeline to process 

experimental data



Data curation, standardization, and 

harmonization



Standard biomolecular data storage 

platform



OmixAtlas UI and custom report generation



Custom query using Polly-python to provide 

answers to highly specific research 

questions 



Scalable technology - Same time period 

taken to process 5 or 50 plates!
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Elucidata’s Drug OmixAtlas is a data-centric, 

ML-powered platform customized for 


high-volume drug screening/ cell viability 

data that addresses the customer pain 

points by; 



     Automating the data ingestion process 


     to make it scalable and streamlined



     Standardizing the data using standard   


     ontologies to enable cross-functional      


     search



     Harmonizing the metadata to make even 


     the historical data findable across 


     experiments in a single query
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Find relevant datasets in a matter of few clicks using the Drug OmixAtlas

Superior search on Polly improves findability

Here is an Overview of the Workflow:



1. We built and deployed automated end-to-end 

ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) pipelines for 

high-throughput data ingestion from various 

sources. They could directly input their data on 

excel sheets in the app developed by Elucidata. 

This data will automatically be preprocessed, 

annotated, and normalized before being pushed 

for curation.  



2. The input data goes through our standard 

curation infrastructure which harmonizes it 

into a consistent format and ensures that it is 

mapped to its metadata. It is ensured that the 

data ingested is findable using any of the 

standard ontologies. The curated data is stored 

in the Drug OmixAtlas.    
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All relevant samples are not captured

in search

All relevant samples are captured

in search due to standardized metadata 

https://medium.com/elucidata/how-to-build-highly-effective-etl-pipelines-dd08019ec7fe
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3.  Once data is in OmixAtlas, one can query, analyze and generate reports across samples, 

experiments, projects, drugs, cell lines, and other standard fields defined by the user. A customized 

GUI-based cell viability dashboard was created for this. This provides a scalable solution to enable 

the consumption of the high-throughput screening data hosted on the platform.

Connector

Upload Data to

Polly Workspaces

Normalize Read

Counts using Controls

Perform IC-50

Curve Fitting

Data on

OmixAtlas

Workflow to analyze and generate reports

Generate Reports &

Download Results

Remove outlier

and re-analyse

Experiment file

(multiple plates)

Metadata file

Query using

project, Cellline


Compound

Curation App

Custom

Curation

Ingestion

Consumption

Web-Application

Impact



  Time taken to process and store data was significantly reduced ( )


  Adds value to all user personas 



  - Scientists - To process and store experimental data; to identify the potential drugs/ compounds 


  - Admin -  To generate custom reports in minutes as data is findable and accessible 


  - Leadership - To facilitate easy and effective data quality monitoring 



   High data ingestion speed (all historical data was ingested in 3 months)


  Enables the scientist to compare different drug-cell line combinations across experiments.




~25 times

A comparison of cell viability of HeLa cell lines dosed with different drugs

CTG Viability Assay
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Outcome



     ~25X reduction in time taken for a single analysis 


     Made the data FAIR- Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable 


The time taken to process three 384-well plates 

Elucidata accelerates drug discovery by employing its AI-enabled platform, Polly, on large-scale 

heterogeneous semi-structured biomedical molecular data. Our proprietary technology transforms 

data into an ML-ready form in OmixAtlases in accordance with the NIH FAIR guidelines. Elucidata’s 

Drug OmixAtlas standardizes and harmonizes high throughput drug screening data. This allows 

researchers to conduct queries efficiently and support the reuse of this valuable structured data. 


A research team can build, publish, and host analytical workflows on the structured data and 

collaborate with other teams to make better data-driven decisions to discover therapeutic assets 

that have high odds of success in the clinic.

About Us

“It took me one 
whole day to collect 
and process the data 
using a manual 
approach. But once 

I inject the data into 
this database, 

I know I can do this 
exercise within 
minutes.”


Scientist, 


The Oncology Company
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